**Tech/Lab. Assistant (PMMMNMTT TLC Project)**

**Remuneration:** Consolidated starting salary of Rs. 18,000/- per month

**No. of Post:** Two (Unreserved, on contract)

**Period of Contract:** One year (Extendable based on performance & availability of funds)

**Age Limit:** 35 years (Relaxation as per Govt. of India norms)

**Qualification & Experience:** B.Sc. in Physics/ Astronomy/ Mathematics/ Electronics; ITI Diploma of two years’ duration after Class XII in a field relevant for the job description may also apply.

**Desirable:** Proficiency in English and at least one Indian language; any previous experience of working in a laboratory of an educational/ research institution.

**Nature of Work:**
1. Looking after the day to day requirements of the laboratories and experimental setups (including telescopes) and the audio-visual/recording equipment
2. Ensuring the safe keeping of all equipment of the laboratories and experimental setups (including telescopes) and the audio-visual/recording equipment
3. Providing assistance in all activities related to astronomy education of the centre and activities of ACE

**Last date of application:** July 21, 2019